Introduction
The CCSDS Proximity-1 Space Link Protocol will experience its "first light"(radiowaves are after all just low frequency light) during the initial support of the 
Proximity-1 is a key mission enabler of the relay era (2004 and beyond) for Mars exploration.
First of all, the proximity link enables missions to go to Mars who have no (Direct to Earth (DTE) or Direct From Earth (DFE) communications capability. Furthermore, the proximity link supports higher data rates. In 2004, data can be transmitted 100 times faster over the proximity link than the direct lander to earth link. Data volumes on the order of 0.1 to 1 Gbits/Sol are envisioned with two limited 5-7 minute passes/Sol using simple omni to omni UHF antennas requiring no pointing. 1 Most importantly, Proximity-1 provides key mission interoperability features for agency cross support at Mars, which is the major topic of this paper.
Specifically this paper will address in detail Proximity-1 within the context of the Mars Network End-to-End Information System (EEIS) including the layered protocol stack, and the protocol cross-support operability features, which will be available for operational use on the next wave of Mars missions planned between 2005 and 2009.
Context of Proximity-1 Protocol within the Mars Network
The seven layer model of protocol communication stack is shown in figure 1 below. It serves as the reference architecture for the Mars Network relay communications. The main objective of this network is to provide the capability of transporting science and engineering data products (data sets, messages) between user applications across the Mars Network. To this end, distributed user applications create data products and messages (data/control) to transfer to associated applications on other network spacecraft.
• Communication applications provide services to support the user applications.
For the dirt side of the network, e.g., FTP and CCSDS SLE Services. For the space link, e.g., CCSDS File Delivery Protocol (CFDP) and SLE Services.
• Both the presentation and session layers do not apply. 1 See Reference Document 2
• The transport layer provides the end-to-end delivery mechanism required to support the layer above e.g., reliable retransmission • The network layer provides end-to-end (source to sink) data transport services.
• The data link layer carries the network data units from one node in the network to the next over a single hop • The physical layer provides the medium characteristics for the link layer carriers.
Figure 1: ISO 7-Layer Model

Forward Link Product Flow
The objective is to transfer an uplink file (product e.g., sequence, ephemeris, flight s/w load) end to end from the asset GDS to the asset spacecraft (S/C). The transformations that occur during this process are:
• Within the asset MOS an uplink file is generated. This file is transferred to the Asset GDS which prepares it for transfer via the Proximity Link. The transformations that occur are the concerns of the Asset project and the resulting file will contain the data to be transferred by Electra to the Asset. o one possible scenario has the transformation include the generation of a set of CFDU PDU packets.
• The asset uplink file is transferred to the applicable relay GDS via FTP. The relay GDS accounts for this file and prepares it for transmission across the deep space link. The relay GDS runs CFDP to format the upload to the relay for Electra to deliver during a pass with the Asset S/C. In addition, after CFDP is run, the data is transferred from the station to the relay orbiter using CCSDS SLE CLTU service.
• On-board, the relay regenerates the asset's uplink file from the received CFDP PDUs contained one for one within CCSDS Telecommand (TC) frames.
• This file is transferred to Electra for delivery during the appropriate pass using the proximity-1 configuration parameters (reliable QoS of COP-P) assigned.
• On board the asset, the received data stream is processed as required.
o one possible scenario has the Asset using CFDP to regenerate the original uplink file from the received set of CFDU PDU packets. See Mars Network Forward Communication Layers and Product Flow below.
Figure 2:Mars Network Forward Communication Layers and Product Flow
Return Link Product Flow
Again, the objective is to transfer a data set (product) end to end starting with the asset spacecraft and terminating at the end user (Asset GDS or Science Process). The transformations are:
• Within the Asset spacecraft, the product file is segmented into CFDP PDUs and transported reliably using Proximity-1.
• Electra builds product PDUs, by encapsulating the data content of each proximity-1 frame into a relay CFDP PDU, and transferring them to the relay orbiter.
• The relay creates standard data products and stores them on-board as product files. Product PDUs created and sent from Electra are run through CFDP which recreates the Asset product files, which are also stored on the relay.
• CFDP is run to segment each product file on the relay into CFDP PDUs for the deep space link. Each PDU is placed into an AOS frame and transmitted across the link using CCSDS SLE Return Channel Frame Service (RCF).
• Once the AOS frames are received and accounted for by the ground station, this data is transferred to the Relay GDS using TCP/IP. There SLE RCF service is run followed by CFDP which regenerates the product files from the relay orbiter including product accountability. Proximity-1 is a data and physical layer link protocol. As such it fundamentally provides pointto-point link functionality between operating nodes in a network. However, on the forward link, proximity-1 supports broadcast, multicast, and polling. By use of a general spacecraft address i.e., the broadcast spacecraft ID, all nodes within the beam of the antenna can be communicated with simultaneously. Groups of nodes could be addressed by specific group spacecraft Ids. Alternatively, if individual commands needed to be distributed across several nodes geographically collocated, directives could be time sequenced in a polled fashion, distributing the commands as necessary. Since only the intended node would respond to it's specifically addressed set of directives, no harm would result from simply receiving commands addressed to another node.
Common directive set (commands, status, time, future enhancements)
Proximity-1 provides a common set of commands, status reports, and time transfer directives. Make demands (by sending commands) and request status, as well as provide status reporting. This also includes the capability of requesting a time correlation between two nodes. The protocol also provides provision for expansion of this directive set as the need arises.
Common hailing channel; distinct working channels
Offers the capability of an enterprise specific hailing channel. Link establishment is conducted on the hailing channel (a uniquely defined physical frequency) per the proximity-1 Hailing Activity. Once established, both nodes based upon their operations plan move off the hailing channel and on to an agreed upon Working Channel (distinct from the hailing channel) where data services are carried out.
Capability of modeless operations
Proximity-1 is a modeless protocol. It defines no operational modes of any kind. As such all data services (transfer of all data types in both forward and return directions) can occur simultaneously. For example, timing data can be received and transferred at the same time Doppler is received, commands are transmitted and telemetry is received. The capability exists to multiplex all data types, messages and products, and multiple packet types within the same physical channel ID.
Multiple Qualities of Service
Proximity-1 provides two qualities of service (QoS): expedited and sequence-controlled. Data consisting of both qualities of service can be multiplexed on the same physical channel. Since expedited frames are processed before sequenced controlled frames, this provides the capability of sending expedited messages that can by-pass the sequence controlled process. The utility of doing so is at least two-fold. First, if an expedited command is required to be sent during the transmission of sequence controlled data, e.g., emergency commands, or event driven messaging. Secondly, if the sequence controlled process fails, expedited frames will still be processed. Moreover, when reliability is not required at the link layer, expedited QoS should be used A kind of hybrid form of expedited QoS is whenever a persistent activity occurs e.g., hailing, physical layer changes. Directives are sent using the expedited QoS whenever persistence is set. In effect, it provides a greater probability that data will be transferred reliably by sending the data more than once.
When reliability at the data link layer is required, then Sequence Controlled Service should be used. This would typically be the case, when running unacknowledged CFDP. In general, Expedited QoS is used for: Directives, Status reports, time services When running Acknowledged CFDP over Proximity-1 To by-pass a broken sequence control process To by-pass sequence controlled service to expedite the transfer of one/more commands 6. Common transport units (packets, objects, bit streams) Proximity-1 supports CCSDS source packets, IPV4, NP datagrams, and the encapsulation packet. Additionally, it supports the segmentation and transport of user defined data such as serialized data objects i.e., files, bit streams, and in general any type of user defined structure.
7. Pass accountability (notification of complete data units, frame numbers sent)
Since Proximity-1 notifies the user whenever a complete packet is successfully transferred across the proximity link (sequence controlled service only), data unit accountability can be maintained by the user. In addition, proximity-1 notifies the user of every sequence controlled and expedited frame number that is used to build a frame, so that the user can track frame accountability.
Data Routing (via port Ids)
Proximity-1 provides up to 8 input and 8 output port Ids per physical channel for routing the data contents of a proximity transfer frame. For operations at Mars, we are recommending the standardization of two input ports (assigned to data received by the I/O sublayer) and 8 output ports (assigned to data departing the I/O sublayer).
Input ports: From the perspective of the relay orbiter, an input port is assigned to data transferred on the forward link. Port ID 1 is assigned for file delivery service for forward link data. This is used for bulk data transfers that the user does not care to discriminate nor parse. This data is simply put into mass store until it is downlinked to Earth. For data that is individually parseable, such as packets, a packet delivery service is assigned to Port ID 2. This data is not destined for bulk mass store(for relay direct to Earth), but destined for the flight computer, C&DH, or some defined on-board process e.g., CFDP. Port ID 2 also supports the capability of peer messaging between flight computers and/or C&DHs between the relay orbiter and the asset. This enables expedited QoS priority messages to by pass mass store and go directly to the device that requires the message. For the forward link, it allows for multiplexing of command loads composed of: sequences, h/w commands, immediate commands from files. It also simplifies the receive side (Asset) I/F.
Output ports: Again, the major discriminator is between bulk (file) data transfer and message (packet) transfer for data being received on the return link. Port 0 is assigned for hardware commands that can be directly routed to the h/w device. Port 1 (see input ports) is assigned to bulk (file) transfers. Ports 2 through 7 are assigned to the packet delivery service. These may represent logical or physical ports. Port ID 3 is the standard port assigned to the on-board CFDP process.
Enabling Custody Data Transfer
One method of achieving custody transfer across the proximity link (both forward or return link) is by running proximity-1 reliably. Using the sequence controlled QoS, custody of the data can be transferred to the recipient node. A custody transfer occurs, when the sender has acknowledged to the recipient that it has received all of its data successfully (error free, in order, without duplications or omissions). It is a Mars Program requirement, for custody of the data to be transferred between sender and recipient nodes on both the forward and return links. I.e., commands are typically transferred over the forward link from orbiter to lander. Custody transfer of forward link data will occur first between the landed asset and the orbiter and later between the orbiter and Earth. Specifically, since Proximity-1 is planned to be run reliably between the UHF transceiver on the landed asset and the orbiter, the orbiter transceiver (Electra) will know when it has successfully received all of the data transferred during the proximity pass. Once transferred and acknowledged to the partnered transceiver, the landed asset can delete this data set, since custody was taken by the orbiter. In addition, Electra will notify the orbiter's C&DH that the pass was/wasn't completed successfully along with the amount of data transferred. This enables the orbiter to telemeter the custody transfer event to the Earth.
